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SUMMARY of CHANGE
CR 4-1
Supply Management
This revision dated 1 December 2013 —
o
Now requires units to conduct inventories of all property assigned to
them prior to initial uniform issue annually, 20 days prior to the Annual
General Inspection, and after all supplies have been turned in at the end of
the school year.
o
Clarifies that all requisitions are now picked up in person at the Camp
San Luis Obispo warehouse, thereby eliminating the requirement for four copies of requisitions, changing it to a single suspense copy and single copy to
the HQCACC for processing.
o
Clarifies the documents that should be contained in the master unit
files IAW CR 1.
o

Adds the estimated values of items for Reports of Survey.

o
Requires submission of copies of a police report when theft has occurred and a Report of Survey is submitted.
o
Provides a sample MOU for Brigade/Regimental Advisors who are not employees of a school district.
o
der.

Aligns the order or items listed on Form 100 with the Property Book or-

o
Changes the expectation for Form 100 to require the cadet S-4 or Commandant to sign the Form 100 when ALL items are turned in and the cadet no
longer owes any items.
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History. This revision to the 2011
edition of Cadet Regulation (CR) 4makes minor changes as identified
in the summary of change.
Summary. This regulation describes the policies and procedures
and provides the necessary forms for
management of school, regimental,
brigade, and State property by brigades, regiments, and units of the
CACC.

taining membership in the CACC
and to all regimental and brigade
headquarters elements.
Proponent and exception authority. The proponent of this regulation is the Executive Officer,
CACC. The proponent has the authority to approve exceptions or
waivers to this regulation that are
consistent with controlling law and
regulations. The proponent may
delegate this approval authority, in
writing, to a field-grade CACC
headquarters staff officer or State
Projects Officer. Activities or units
may request a waiver to this regulation by providing full justification
that includes a full analysis of the
expected benefits. All waiver requests will be endorsed by the senior
commandant officer of the requesting activity or unit and forwarded
through their higher headquarters to
the policy proponent.

Applicability. This regulation applies to all schools currently main-

Supplementation. Supplementation of this regulation and establishment of command and local
forms are prohibited without prior
approval, in writing, from the Executive Officer, California Cadet
Corps. Send a draft copy of each
supplement to Headquarters, California Cadet Corps, ATTN: CACC–
HQ–XO, 10 Sonoma Avenue, Building 1301, Camp San Luis Obispo,
California 93405.
Suggested improvements. Users are invited to send comments
and suggested improvements in
memorandum form directly to the
address listed above.
Distribution. This publication is
available in electronic media only
and is intended for all levels of the
California Cadet Corps organization
and is authorized for public distribution. Printed copies of this publication may be provided, within budget
limitations, at the discretion of the
Headquarters, California Cadet
Corps.
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Chapter 1
General
1-1. Purpose
This regulation prescribes California Cadet Corps (CACC) policies, procedures, and standard formats for
the requisition, issue, inventory control, and turn-in of State property and equipment for use by CACC
units and cadets.

1-2. Authority
The authority for the State of California to acquire and disperse property to units of the CACC and subsequent issue of property to cadets is contained in Sections 510, 511, 512, 515 and 516 of the California
Military and Veterans Code.

1-3. Responsibilities
a. The Executive Officer, CACC (CACC–HQ–XO), will —
(1) Monitor and ensure compliance with this regulation by all units, regiments and brigades, and take
corrective action as necessary.
(2) Issue policies, directives, and supplemental guidance to assist units in accomplishing the requirements of this regulation.
b. The CACC Headquarters Supply and Logistics Officer (CACC–HQ–S4) will —
(1) Within the constraints of budget limitations and higher headquarters directives, purchase CACC
uniform items and related supplies in sufficient quantities for each cadet in the organization.
(2) Review requisitions submitted by units for completeness, and justify quantities ordered based on
the required strength reports and property books submitted with the requisition documents.
(3) Fulfill properly executed requisitions in an expeditious manner in accordance with this regulation
and within the constraints of available stocks and budget limitations.
c. Brigade and Regimental Advisors are responsible for all State property issued by the Headquarters
(HQ), CACC, to brigades and regiments.
(1) Brigade (Regimental) Advisors are not directly responsible for property issued by the HQ, CACC,
to individual battalions (schools), but Brigade (Regimental) Advisors are expected to exercise general
supervision to ensure that Commandants of Cadets under their control are complying with the requirements of this regulation.
(2) Supplies issued to the brigade are the responsibility of the Brigade (Regimental) Advisor and principal of the school to which the Brigade (Regimental) Advisor is assigned. In the event a Brigade (Regimental) Advisor is not assigned to a school site, the Superintendent of Schools of the school district by
which the Brigade (Regimental) Advisor is employed is designated as the Supervising State Property Custodian. In the event a Brigade (Regimental) Advisor is not an employee of a public school district, a
memorandum of understanding will be prepared and signed by the Executive Officer of the CACC and
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the Brigade (Regimental) Advisor outlining responsibilities of the Brigade (Regimental) Advisor for supply management and care and safeguarding of State property.
d. Principals of schools with CACC units are designated as Supervising State Property Custodians
and are responsible for all State property issued by the HQ, CACC to the unit. Ultimately, the principal
will be accountable to the HQ, CACC, and the State of California for any losses or damage to State property issued to the unit. Principals are expected to closely supervise the Commandant of Cadets and his or
her cadet staff to ensure that they are properly complying with the requirements of this regulation.
e. Commandants of Cadets are designated as State Property Custodians for their units and are responsible for the management and maintenance of all State property issued to the unit by the HQ, CACC or
subordinate brigades. Commandants will train and supervise their cadet staffs and cadets in the policies,
procedures and requirements of this regulation. They will ensure that all requisitions submitted comply
with the requirements of this regulation and are justified by their unit strength and current stock on hand.
f. Cadet brigade and battalion supply officers (S4s) will, under the supervision of commandant personnel —
(1) Issue uniforms and other supplies to cadets.
(2) Maintain stocks of State-issued supplies in accordance with the provisions of CR 4-2.
(3) Prepare the forms prescribed in this regulation to maintain the unit property book and submit requisitions for supplies to higher headquarters.
g. Individual cadets to whom State property is issued will ensure that all property assigned to them is
properly documented on the forms prescribed by this regulation and that such property is adequately
cared for to minimize loss and damage.

1-4. Accountability
Supplies and equipment issued to units will be accounted for by the units. Regular inventories and periodic inspections will be performed to insure proper accountability is maintained. Transfer of equipment and
supplies between units will not be allowed without prior approval by the HQ CACC or the Brigade Advisor.

1-5. State Controlled Items
State controlled items are those which must be strictly controlled. These include weapons, uniform items,
and other supplies requisitioned on Cadet Corps Form 40, or issued by the HQ CACC, as a one-time issue
on Cadet Corps Form 42. An audit trail must be maintained on these items to include reports of survey for
items lost, destroyed, or no longer required.

1-6. Quick Service Items
Quick service items are those requisitioned by use of Cadet Corps Form 41. These items are issued to the
brigades and units based on number of cadets assigned. These items may be reissued to cadets but reports
of survey need not be accomplished to support usage, loss, or destruction. However, units will develop
policies and procedures governing the issuance of these items as a basis for supporting usage rates.
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1-7. Forms Prescribed by This Regulation
The following forms are prescribed by this regulation and will be used by all units. These forms are available for download from the CACC website. Illustrated samples are provided in appendices to this regulation as indicated below.
a. CACC Form 100, Individual Clothing Record. Adobe Acrobat format; must be printed out and
completed with pen and ink (or typewriter). Previous editions are obsolete and will not be used. Appendix
A contains a sample of this form.
b. CACC Form 101, Temporary Hand Receipt. Adobe Acrobat format; must be printed out and completed with pen and ink (or typewriter). Previous editions may be used until stock is depleted. Appendix B
contains a sample of this form.
c. CACC Form 104, Unit Property Book. Microsoft Excel 2007 format. Must be completed and
maintained electronically. Previous editions are obsolete and will not be used. Appendix C contains a
sample of this form. This form has been dramatically revised and shifted to an electronic-only format.
Users who are unable to access or use this form will —
(1) Contact the CACC Headquarters Communications and Computers Officer (CACC–HQ–S6) by email at CACC.S6@cadet.org to request technical assistance.
(2) If users’ technological resources are incapable of accessing or using this format, send a request for
waiver to the Executive Officer, CACC, at the address shown on page i of this regulation.
d. CACC Forms 40, 41 (series), 42 and 43, for requisitions of State property. Adobe Acrobat format.
May be completed electronically and printed or saved (in completed form) on the user’s computer. Previous editions are obsolete and will not be used. Appendix D contains samples of these forms.
e. CACC Form 51, Report of Survey. Adobe Acrobat format. May be completed electronically and
printed or saved (in completed form) on the user’s computer. Previous editions may be used until stock is
depleted. Appendix E contains a sample of this form.

1-8. Forms Cancelled by This Regulation
The functions of CACC Forms 105 (series), Inventory, have been consolidated with the revised CACC
Form 104, Unit Property Book. The Forms 105 (series) are obsolete and no longer used. Existing stock of
blank forms can be destroyed.
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Chapter 2
Individual Clothing Record and Temporary Hand Receipt
2-1. Individual Clothing Record
The Individual Clothing Record (CACC Form 100) is the document indicating the current balance of Cadet Corps uniform items assigned to a cadet. It must be filled out and maintained in hard copy format for
each cadet who has been issued Cadet Corps supplies.
a. The CACC Form 100 will be filled out in ink or typewritten except as noted in subparagraph c below. This form will not be completed electronically.
b. The cadet’s full name will be printed in block letters.
c. The size or rank of the item being issued will be recorded in pencil.
d. The current balance of that particular item (the total number of those items the cadet is responsible
for) will be carried forward in subsequent columns of the form such that the last column will indicate the
grand total of each item for which the cadet is responsible.
e. A forward slash (/) will indicate a zero balance for an item. In the event more than one consecutive
line has a zero balance, the topmost and bottommost forward slashes will be connected with a vertical
line. (See the sample form at Appendix A.)
f. The cadet receiving the supplies will sign and date, in ink, in the space directly below the column of
entries each time supplies are issued or returned. In the event a cadet has turned in 100% of items, the
cadet S-4 or commandant will sign in the space indicated for a signature.
g. Appendix A contains an example of how to fill out CACC Form 100.
h. The CACC Form 100 will be maintained in unit files until all items issued thereon have been
properly turned in or paid for. Forms 100 which have been zeroed out (as shown in the example at Appendix A) and which are for cadets who have graduated or transferred from the school may be destroyed
after one school year.

2-2. Temporary Hand Receipt
The Temporary Hand Receipt (CACC Form 101) is used to temporarily issue any equipment or supplies,
other than uniform items, to cadets or commandant personnel. Examples of items that can be issued on
this form include field equipment (bivouac supplies), training aids, manuals or other written documents,
audiovisual equipment, physical education supplies or equipment, keys, color guard equipment, drill rifles, and non-expendable marksmanship supplies or equipment. The CACC Form 101 is also used to document unit-to-unit transfers of any State property, to include uniform items listed on the CACC Form 100.
a. The CACC Form 101 will be filled out in ink or typewritten. It will not be completed electronically.
b. The cadet or adult’s full name, or unit designation (e.g., “1 BN/PLACER HS”) in the case of a unitto-unit transfer, will be printed in block letters.
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c. The current balance of that particular item will be carried forward in subsequent columns of the
form such that the last column will indicate the grand total of each item for which the individual is responsible.
d. A forward slash (/) will indicate a zero balance for an item. In the event more than one consecutive
line has a zero balance, forward slashes will be connected with a vertical line.
e. The individual receiving the supplies will sign and date in the area directly below the column of entries each time supplies are issued or returned.
f. Appendix B contains an example of how to fill out CACC Form 101.
g. Forms 101 which have been zeroed out (all items returned) may be destroyed after one school year.
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Chapter 3
The Property Book and Physical Inventories
3-1. General
Each brigade, regiment, and unit will maintain a property book that tracks each item issued to that entity.
CACC Form 104, Unit Property Book, is used for this purpose. CACC Form 104 is an electronic spreadsheet format and will be maintained as such. The previous hard-copy edition of CACC form 104, the Unit
Property Book Stock Record, will not be used.

3-2. Property Book Set-Up
Prior to issuing any items or submitting any requisitions, units will set up their property book using
the following procedures.
a. Save the property book spreadsheet file with the name “UPB_999BN” (replacing “999” with the
three-digit battalion number; for example, the 308th Battalion would use “UPB_308BN”).
b. Fill in cell B1 with the unit designation (numerals only; for example, “308”).
c. Fill in cell D1 with the brigade’s unit designation (numerals only; for example, “11”).
d. Fill in cell B2 with the complete name of the school (for example, “San Gorgonio High School”).
e. In column F, enter the quantities of each item currently on hand in the unit supply. This is your initial inventory. If you currently have items issued out to cadets, these need to be included in your count
and you will need to make additional entries as explained below.
g. As you enter values in column F (shaded maroon), you will notice columns C and D self-adjusting
to reflect these entries. Never make any entries directly into the gray shaded columns C, D or E of
the property book. These columns are formatted to automatically track your inventory based on the entries you make in columns F and higher. (If you are using a 2007 or later version of Microsoft Excel, the
gray shaded columns should be locked to prevent accidental entries being made in them.)

3-3. Recording Transactions in the Property Book
Column G, and columns to the right of column G, are used to record all transactions involving the unit’s
property.
a. Enter a comment, if applicable, in row 1. For example, for a requisition received, the requisition
number from CACC Form(s) 40-43 could be used. This field is optional, but recommended for your own
recordkeeping purposes.
b. Enter the date of the transaction in row 2.
c. In row 3, type or select from the drop-down menu one of the five transaction codes.
(1) “R” is used for items received, either from HQ, CACC or from another unit in an approved unitto-unit transfer. Entries made under this code will increase your inventory of items “on book” and “on
hand.”
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(2) “I” is used for items issued to cadets in your unit. Entries made under this code will decrease your
inventory of items “on hand” and increase your inventory of items “issued,” keeping your total “on book”
the same.
(3) “S” is used for recording the results of an approved report of survey. Entries made under this
code will be removed from your inventory “on hand” and “on book,” relieving you of responsibility for
these items. Note: If the items surveyed were assigned to cadets when the loss occurred, you must complete a “T” entry before you complete an “S” entry to ensure that your totals are correctly adjusted. This
is appropriate, since you should be relieving your cadets of responsibility for the items by zeroing out
their CACC Form 100 once you receive the approved report of survey.
(4) “T” is used for recording items, previously issued, that are turned in by cadets and returned to
your unit stock. Entries made under this code will increase your inventory “on hand” and decrease your
inventory “issued,” keeping your total “on book” the same.
(5) “X” is used for recording items transferred out of your unit to another unit in an approved unit-tounit transfer. Entries made under this code will remove quantities from your inventory “on hand” and “on
book,” relieving you of responsibility for these items. Use “R” for transfers IN to your unit.
d. In rows 4 through 291, record the quantities, per item, of items gained or lost. Do not use negative
numbers. The inventory columns will update automatically based on the transaction code you select in
row 3.

3-4. Printing an Inventory
At any moment, assuming all required entries are made in real time, the CACC Form 104 provides an upto-date inventory of all State property assigned to your unit. You can easily print this information. This is
a required attachment to supply requisitions. It can also be used to satisfy school district requirements or
any other situations requiring an inventory of Cadet Corps property.
a. With the form displayed on your screen, hold down the Control key and press “P.”
b. In the “Print” option window, ensure that the “Active Sheet” setting is selected, and click “Print.”
The form is programmed to print only the inventory columns and not the individual transaction entries. A
certification statement and signature page will also print for use when preparing official inventories.

3-5. Conducting Physical Inventories
Although the CACC Form 105 series, Inventory, is no longer used, units are nonetheless required to
conduct inventories of all property assigned to them prior to initial uniform issue annually, 20 days
prior to the Annual General Inspection, and after all supplies have been turned in at the end of the
school year. Copies of the most recent CACC Form 104 will be furnished to the Brigade Advisor and
maintained in Brigade files.
a. Print an inventory in accordance with paragraph 3-4 above.
b. Do a physical count of each item listed on the property book, including what is in stock on your
shelves as well as what has been issued on Individual Clothing Records. In a new column on the property
book, record in the Comments section that an inventory was conducted, indicated the date, and if the inventory matches perfectly, record that fact in the comments section without entering any code in the
transaction cell and without any numbers in the column. If the physical count does not match what is rec-
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orded in your property book, reconcile the differences. Reports of Survey should be completed as needed,
and a notation that a report of survey was filed should be indicated in the comments section.
c. Make any necessary adjustments to Property Book entries resulting from Reports of Survey and reprint the CACC Form 104 if needed. Note: Do not adjust the totals on your property book based on reports of survey you have completed until they are approved by HQ, CACC. Instead, attach copies of
the Form(s) 51 to your printed inventory, which will show the unit still responsible for the lost items.
d. The unit’s cadet supply officer, the commandant of cadets, and the principal sign the last page of
the inventory in the spaces provided. (The date is pre-printed at the bottom right corner of the page. However, if for some reason the document is signed on a different date than the printing date, the signers
should write the date of signing after their signatures.) All signatures will be in blue or black ink only.
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Chapter 4
Requisitions
4-1. General
a. Requisitions for property will be submitted on CACC Forms 40, 41 (series), 42 and 43.
b. CACC Form 40 will be used for Class B and C uniform items. CACC Forms 41 (series) will be
used for quick service items. CACC Form 42 will be used for special issue items. CACC Form 43 will be
used for Class A uniform items.
c. All requisitions are submitted directly by units to Headquarters, California Cadet Corps, ATTN:
CACC–HQ–S4, 10 Sonoma Avenue, Building 1301, Camp San Luis Obispo, CA 93405.
d. A current Unit Strength and Activities Report, CACC Form 5, must be on file at the HQ, CACC,
before a Unit requisition will be approved for processing by the Brigade Advisor.
e. A copy of the most recent CACC Form 5, as well as an inventory prepared in accordance with paragraph 3-4, will be attached to all requisitions to justify the need for the quantities requested. Requisitions
submitted without this supporting documentation will be returned without action.
f. Units out of compliance with California Cadet Corps regulations or other directives of the Executive Officer, California Cadet Corps, will be subject to denial of the privilege of requisitioning state supplies.

4-2. Requisitioning Supplies
a. Complete the top portion of the form with the unit designation, name, and address. Assign a requisition number in the format: −− where the first four boxes are a four digit school year, followed by a dash,
then a three digit Unit Designation followed by a dash and a three-digit requisition number. For example,
the second requisition of the 304th Battalion during the 2007-2008 school year would be recorded as
0708-304-002.
b. Each portion of the form must be completed in its entirety.
c. The unit designation, name of the Commandant (as State Property Custodian) and date are entered
on the top portion of the form.
d. Quantities requested for each item are entered in Arabic numerals.
e. In boxes where no quantity is requested, a zero will be recorded. Enter a zero in every space for
items you are not requesting.
f. The requesting Commandant prints out the completed form and signs the bottom left box.
g. Prepare two copies of all requisition forms. Retain one copy as the suspense copy and submit the
other copy to HQCACC. HQCACC will process the requisition, require a signature from the Commandant receiving the supplies at the time said items are received, and make a copy of the signed requisition
to accompany the supplies being taken/shipped to the unit.
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h. The suspense copy is retained until the supplies are received, after which is should be destroyed.

4-3. Processing and Receipt of Supplies
a. When requisitions are processed, the processing officer records in the “ACTION” column the
number of each item issued. At present, all supplies must be picked up in person from the Camp San Luis
Obispo CACC warehouse.
b. In boxes where no quantity is issued, a forward slash (/) will be recorded. In the event more than
one consecutive line has a zero quantity issued, the topmost and bottommost forward slashes will be connected with a vertical line.
c. Quantities issued for each item are written in Arabic numerals.
d. In cases where a quantity different than the requested amount is issued, an explanatory note will be
written in the “Explanation” column on the form. Explanation codes are as follows:
(1) OS – Item is out of stock
(2) NS – Item is not in stock and will not be stocked for the foreseeable future
(3) AS – An alternate size of the item is being issued
(4) UA – Unit is not authorized the quantity or item requested
(5) IQ – Insufficient quantities of the item exist in the supply chain
e. The issuing officer requires a signature from the person picking up supplies, makes a copy to accompany the supplies going back to the unit, and maintains the original document at HQCACC.
f. The copy of the completed/filled requisition is maintained in file #40-03A in the unit’s master file
(See CR 1).
g. The Property Book is updated each time supplies are received. See chapter 3 of this regulation.
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Chapter 5
Reports of Survey
5-1. General
Request for relief from accountability for items that are lost, stolen or unserviceable is accomplished by
use of the Report of Survey, CACC Form 51.

5-2. Procedures
a. In the event state controlled property, other than marksmanship weapons, is lost, stolen, or becomes
unserviceable, the Principal, as the Supervising State Property Custodian, and the Commandant, as the
State Property Custodian, will submit two copies of the Report of Survey, CACC Form 51, to the State
Headquarters along with a copy of police report(s) if a result of theft.
b. The act of submitting CACC Form 51 does not in itself relieve the State Property Custodian of responsibility for the property. The request for relief must be received, approved by the State Headquarters,
and returned to the unit before the property can be eliminated from the unit property records.
c. An example of a completed CACC Form 51 is included as Appendix C to this regulation.

5-3. Loss of Weapons
In the event a marksmanship weapon is lost or stolen, the State Property Custodian of the unit suffering
the loss will submit six copies of a signed State of California Report of Survey (Standard Form 152),
available at http://www.documents.dgs.ca.gov/osp/pdf/std152.pdf to the HQ CACC. The act of submitting
a Report of Survey does not relieve the unit State Property Custodian of pecuniary responsibility for the
property. Following an investigation of the circumstances of the loss, a judgment will be made whether
the unit State Property Custodian will be relieved from liability for the loss.

5-4. Estimated values
The following chart shows estimated values of CACC property as of 15 October 2013. Updated copies of
values may be found on the cadet.org website.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Class B khaki shirt - $24
DUI - $4
Web belt with brass or black buckle - $5
CACC Patch - $5
CAL or CORPS insignia - $3 each
Class C tan utility pants - $23
Class C tan utility shirt - $26
Class C tan baseball cap - $4
Brass rank for Class C uniform - $3
Shoulder loop for Class B uniform - $4
Class A uniform coat -$114
Class A/B black pants - $34
Class A/B white shirt - $30
Class A/B Black garrison cap - $14
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Appendix A
Sample Form 100, Individual Clothing Record
The first column of the sample form shows an initial issue of a Class A uniform and associated accessories. The second column shows issue of a Class C uniform. The third column shows end-of-year turn-in.
Note that all quantities are zeroed out; this shows that Cadet Johnny K. Dett is no longer accountable for
State property.

Sample Individual Clothing Record (Form 100)
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Appendix B
Sample Form 101, Temporary Hand Receipt

Sample Temporary Hand Receipt (Form 101)
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Appendix C
Sample Form 104, Unit Property Book

Sample Property Book (Form 104)
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Appendix D
Sample Requisition Forms
D-1. Sample Form 40, Requisition for Uniforms

Sample Requisition for Uniforms (Form 40)
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D-2. Sample Form 41A, Battalion Requisition for Quick Service Items

Sample Battalion Requisition for Quick Service Items (Form 41A)
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D-3. Sample Form 41B, Battalion Requisition for Quick Service Items

Sample Battalion Requisition for Quick Service Items (Form 41B)
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D-4. Sample Form 41C, Brigade Requisition for Quick Service Items

Sample Brigade Requisition for Quick Service Items (Form 41C)
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D-5. Sample Form 41D, Brigade Requisition for Quick Service Items

Sample Brigade Requisition for Quick Service Items (Form 41D)
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D-6. Sample Form 42, Requisition for Special Items

Sample Requisition for Special Items (Form 42)
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D-7. Sample Form 43, Requisition for Class A Uniforms

Sample Requisition for Class A Uniforms (Form 43, page 1 only)
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Appendix E
Sample Form 51, Report of Survey

Sample Report of Survey (Front)
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Sample Report of Survey (Back)
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APPENDIX E
Sample Memorandum of Understanding when a Brigade or Regimental Advisor is not an employee
of the school district

WHEREAS: ____________________is assigned as the Brigade Advisor for the ____ brigade by the
Headquarters, California Cadet Corps (HQCACC); and
WHEREAS: s/he is not an employee of the __________________school district(s) to which brigade
schools belong and/or on whose property the brigade supplies are stored; and
WHEREAS: Cadet Regulation 4-1 prescribes that the Brigade Advisor is responsible as the State
Property Custodian for all supplies issued to the Brigade Headquarters by HQCACC; and
WHEREAS: when a Brigade Advisor is not an employee of the school district on whose property
supplies are stored and/or the supplies are stored at a location other than school district property,
significant potential exists for miscommunication regarding supply management, mishandling of
state property, and skewed lines of authority regarding supply management;
IT IS UNDERSTOOD THAT:
THE BRIGADE ADVISOR SHALL:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ensure the safe and proper storage of all supplies in accordance with CR 4-1 and 4-2;
coordinate for proper security of all supplies at whichever location they are stored;
comply with any applicable school district policies and protocols when supplies are stored a
district facility and coordinate with the district administration and facilities/security personnel to ensure their care and safeguarding IAW CR 4-1 and 4-2;
not secure any supplies on personal real estate owned, leased, or rented to the brigade advisor or any other agents of the California Cadet Corps unless specifically agreed to herein;
provide HQCACC with the physical address at which all supplies are located and provide
reasonable access to those supplies at times mutually agreed upon by HQCACC and the
brigade advisor;
provide for the timely issuance of supplies to subordinate units as requisitioned by those
units;
coordinate with HQCACC for the return of supplies when directed by HQCACC

The above are understood and agreed to by the Brigade Advisor and XO,CACC.

Signed by XO, CACC_____________________________

Date__________________

Signed by Brigade Advisor_________________________

Date__________________
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